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Background

Millennium ILS and OPAC implemented, 2008
Replaced DRA Classic

Millennium ERM implemented, 2009
Replaced a variety of html pages, excel files, and 
manila folders



Some Government Resources

Traditionally included in 
the Database A-Z list

Usually just the major 
resources

The first deeplinks
The various subsets of 
PubMed
Driven by an observation 
from a member of the 
Nursing faculty

Why do I have 
to go to UT to 
use PubMed 
Nursing?

Underlying ideas for the population of 
ERM records

Users So the ERM should
do not know the proper 
names of resources
do not know what 
makes up a resource
do not know what a 
resource can do
do not know “free” from 
“fee”

use as many alternative 
names as necessary
use deeplinks when 
relevant
provide descriptions
interfile licensed and 
open access resources



Snippet of the Old Databases A-Z 
List from the UofM

Its characteristics
In HTML
Required a clunky and 
hard-to-use HTML 
editor
Required users to 
know what they 
wanted before they 
could find it
Grew longer and 
longer

The replacement, or what’s 
available now

On home page

In OPAC

http://www.memphis.edu/libraries/

http://bibliotech.memphis.edu/searc
h~S4/y



Searching on a name takes users to 
a record with a connecting link

Assigned subject/concept terms 
allow users to retrieve lists 



Lists

indicate the 
number of 
resources, with 
descriptions that 
let browsing users 
know the sort of 
thing they’ll be 
accessing when 
they connect to 
resources

So, how’d you 
make this 
happen?

Creating templates in 
the ERM

Inputting the 
government resources 
we’d already been 
including in the A-Z

Selecting new 
resources for inclusion 

Preparations



A Template
Allows text in 
both fixed-length 
and variable-
length fields to 
be repeated 
across records

Various O/A 
templates were 
created:
• OA Government
•OA Image Gallery
•OA NCBI

Completed Resource Record for 
Thomas



“WOW,  I didn’t 
know we had 
LandSat…”
--UofM Faculty 
Member

List for 
resources in 
Geology—with 
commercial 
and 
government 
resources 
interfiled

Well, EVERYBODY
knows PubMed, and 
ERIC, and Thomas. 

How do you pick’em?



Considerations for Selection
Databases that support UofM academic programs
Major agency databases would lead to others 
(e.g. EPA & Census)
USASearch.gov & Google Unclesam
Local & state interests
Listings from other libraries
Wonderful/interesting/unusual databases to 
include 
Datasets

Finding Government Databases

http://usasearch.gov/



Finding Gov’t Databases, Con’t.

http://www.google.com/unclesam

Datasets?
A data set (or dataset) is a collection of 
interrelated data, usually presented in tabular 
form. It is comprised of separate data elements 
stored, retrieved, and organized as a unit.

Examples:
National Map Seamless Server
Substance Abuse Treatment Episode Dataset
NASA –GISS Surface Temperature Analysis
CDC – AIDS Public Information
USDA – Web Games for Healthy Kids



Maintenance Issues

No uniform standards among agencies
Technology differences among agencies
Interface/Browser/Software upgrades (Gates 
Syndrome)
Vigilance 
Agencies do not always/never report database 
existence to Government Printing Office

From here, where?

Maintaining the records
Changing URLs, modifying descriptions

Keeping the lists current
Adding and removing resources

Actively teaching users



For users, the discovery of databases 
through an online catalog requires more 
than what is involved with finding the 
location of a book on the shelf.
There will be “costs” involved in enabling 
them to “fall over resources,” whether 
those resources are free or not, because 
any resource will be far more involved 
and complicated than a book.

Some of Our Favorites
Agricultural Image Database
American Memory Photos
FBI
Household Products Database
National Atlas
Land Patent
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kay.cunningham@cbu.edu


